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Learn more about the EU goals, values and benefits.

While lacking sovereign power, the EU has its own flag, anthem, currency, president five of them, actually ,
and a diplomatic service. Uk leader Theresa might news person that those UK might not search for enduring
investment of the single advertise alternately those customs Uni in the get from claiming to take off the EU
and guaranteed with cancan those European groups go about for and join existing European Union law under
UK nearby law. The EU Council represents national governments. Jean-Claude Juncker is the president until
October  In order to function in a more efficient manner, the Commission should no longer be required to
consist of one commissioner per member state. The problem of the democratic deficit is compounded by two
inconvenient facts. After two devastating wars in less than half a century, the peoples of Europe insisted on
abolishing the theories and mechanisms that could lead to the renewed outbreak of war. The unilateral
decision of the German government to suspend the Dublin Regulation on asylum led to an uncontrolled influx
of more than a million migrants in less than a year. Unfortunately, trade liberalization in Western Europe was
a slow and uneven process. The EU has become a large pressure cooker with no safety valve. Other countries
followed suit. As a consequence, trade in goods is now largely free. Lawyers founded international
committees with a view to ensure transparency Boeles and artists started to look for ways and means to give
Europe a soul www. First, many Europeans, but especially the citizens of well-functioning democracies such
as Denmark, Holland, and Great Britain, resent the democratic deficit. Unfortunately, past experience with EU
reform does not augur well for the future. The EU has also liberalized the movement of capital, and the
Schengen Agreement, which was incorporated into the EU law by the Amsterdam Treaty of , greatly
liberalized the movement of people. After all, EU citizenship was only established in  The battle at the ballot
box Despite the fact that EU citizenship has been introduced in , the institutions and the political leaders of the
EU still have to come to terms with the notion that the Union not only consists of states, but also of citizens.
They wanted to prevent the de-democratisation of their countries, which the process of European integration
appeared to entail. It did not, contrary to popular opinion, upend protectionist policies among European
nations and bring about higher growth. Taxes are all standardized. Although Cameron intended to strengthen
the case for the continuation of British EU membership, his speech was hailed in The Netherlands as a call to
arms by a steadily increasing number of eurosceptics. That, alas, is not in its nature. That allows the free flow
of goods and people, except for random spot checks for crime and drugs. The choice, however, needs to be a
meaningful one. States unable to pay back their sovereign debts, will face bankruptcy. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, , p. Conceptual stalemate After the stagnation caused by the policy of the empty chair had
been overcome, the process of European integration rapidly regained momentum. They feel that far too many
decisions impacting their lives are being made in Brussels by people who are unelected, unknown, and
unaccountable. The conclusion is warranted, therefore, that the treaty presupposes the existence of a
constituency at the level of the Union. Practitioners of most services, such as law, medicine, tourism, banking,
and insurance, can operate in all member countries. After the people of France and Holland rejected the EU
Constitution in their respective referenda, the EU establishment relabeled it as the Lisbon Treaty and adopted
it nonetheless.


